Research Paper Presentation

You will be required to present your paper at our Roaring ’20s party on Friday, February 28th. The presentation will count towards your final grade.

PROFESSIONAL APPROACH
- “Can I tell you a little about <specific topic>?”
- “Did you know that <interesting fact on topic>?”

KNOWLEDGEABLE DISCUSSION
- “My topic was...”
- “My research question was <specific question>...”
- “I found that ...”
- “Did you know that <the “who/what” because the “why”>?”

ARGUMENT OF PERSPECTIVE (to persuade visitor)
- “What do you think or know about the <specific topic>?”
- “Have you ever considered <fact about specific topic>?”
- “Based on my research, I think that <my perspective>?”

ANALYSIS (to prove argument)
- “Based on my research <describe your research>”
- “According to <book, website, diary etc.> <explain research>”